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Anukreethy Vas said that she was a tomboy in school who had no idea what make-up was all about. She also
helped an orphanage with 30 kids, as well as helping 30 transgenders to study. Anukreethy Vas is close to the
subject because she had a transgender friend in school who was abandoned by her family. The family also
vacated the house. Anukreethy tried to find her but in vain. She was a long-distance runner and had won two
silvers in NCC camp. Anukreethy Vas said that opportunities randomly walked into her life. She had
participated in Fresh Face Contest in Chennai in because her friend wanted her to participate. So be the best
version of yourself underprivileged. Anukreethy Vas has grown up with an idea, "Nothing can dim the light
that shines from within. Anukreethy Vas was born and brought up in Trichy, Tamil Nadu. She wants to be a
supermodel and is a fan of ace photographer Atul Kasbekar. Never knew her little request would bring
something big today that would change our lives. When Anukeerthy Vas was four-years-old, her father
apparently went missing and the family is unable to trace him till now. The panel of judges included cricketer
Irfan Pathan, K. During the competition, Anukreethy Vas was crowned Miss beautiful smile and won the
Beauty with a Purpose award. Thirty participants contested for the title of Miss India I just wanted to live in
the moment. Anukreethy Vas, in her winning answer replied, "I would say failure is a better teacher because
when you get continuous success in life, you will feel content at a point and your growth will stop. But when
you get failures continuously, the soul will have the fire and you will keep working hard until you reach the
goal. In her winning answer, she even mentioned her mother. Anukreethy Vas said, "Not even a single person
was there to support me other than my mother and I feel only the failures, the criticism I have gone through
have brought me up as a confident and independent woman in this society. And experience is always the best
teacher and that is what I can tell you. Though the failures might haunt you, success will wish you. I always
wanted a platform to share my views and be a great influence on life. Anukreethy Vas said during the event,
"After 17 years, Manushi Chhillar has brought the crown to India and I would never want that to go away. I
am looking forward to keeping it in India. Anukreethy Vas credits her win to her mother. I am a confident
woman today because she has the strongest personality and she has brought me up like that. Anukreethy Vas
was groomed by Rakul Preet Singh. During the Miss India pageant as part of the final question and answer
round, Anukreethy Vas was asked, "Who is a better teacher in life - success or failure?
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Sign in or sign up and post using a HubPages Network account. Comments are not for promoting your articles
or other sites. Ted Mittelstaed 7 months ago Yes they all knew. They knew it just like today we all know that
every time we put a gallon of gas into our car we are pumping out 20 pounds of CO2 into the atmosphere that
is wrecking our home. But we choose not to think about it now, just as they chose not to think about it then.
And in 80 years we will be denying that we ever thought about it now just as they did then. It is
incomprehensible and defies believalbility to think people did not know. Did the average citizen know every
detail, well, of course not. I have been to Dachau, Auschwitz-Birkenau, and Maidanek, and my conclusions
are the same as yours. Thank you for your comments. Nancy Welsh 9 months ago I have been to Mauthausen
Austria. The one thing that struck me after visiting the camp and town which was about 1. Along the route and
surrounding the camp were farms. However, I have never talked with any resident so I do not know their
stories. According to liberators of Mauthausen, civilians were ordered to come to the camp, wearing their
Sunday best clothes. General Eisenhower ordered they should bury bodies in this camp and other camps.
There are online photos of civilians doing this at Mauthausen. It seems to me that Eisenhower recognized
complicity. What a horrid time in history. I feel so bad for the Jews. So bad AUTHOR Theresa Ast 10 months
ago from Atlanta, Georgia I would be inclined to take what you ahve written mroe seriously if, you provided
some information about yourself, age, educations, etc, AND you provided the sources you are using to gather
information for your response. Without sources you will not be taken seriously by most educated people. My
daughter is studying abroad and just visited two weeks ago. From what she told me, it sounds like they have
updated the museum and the tour. There was no film when I visited. She was profoundly moved by the
museum and the film and is so grateful she had the opportunity to visit. To your point, she told me that on her
tour, they were told that the Dachau townspeople knew that Dachau was a work prison and she was shown
propaganda posters distributed by the Germans showing strong, well fed, sturdy prisoners to make the locals
believe that it was a legitimate, humane prison and not a death camp. She also said that the film showed the
residents of Dachau hysterically crying when they were forced to see what actually went on and profusely
claiming that they had no idea that those atrocities were taking place there. And if they did, were they
protecting their own families from such possibility? I found your comment very interesting that you always
remind your students that the rebels and detractors where almost always those who were single or who had
already lost their families. That is an interesting and important fact. Thank you for sharing your research and
knowledge about this subject. MaxxMurxx 2 years ago We live in a time of mass communication. Read my
comment below and tell me, what YOU knew about it. My German parents were born in and Around them
many children were still dying from malnutrition caused by the British Hunger Blockade. That blockade,
already a war crime during the war, became a crime against humanity after on Nov. Not so the British, who
carried out what was published in the British Medical Journal of Those experiences were gathered by British
Physicians during the Bengal famines, where the British Empire deliberately had starved "some Millons" of
Indians. As a consequence the British Navy shot even on German fish trawlers in German coastal waters. The
Balfour declaration offered Palestine to the Zionists for settlements. The German Foreign secretary and
financial deputy of the German Zionist Association, Arthur Zimmermann, priorly had sent his bogus
Zimmermann telegram, which enabled Woodrow Wilson in May to declare war against Germany. The
German population however was held as hostage for the immense reparation payments, as only soldiers, half
the size of the Army of Switzerland, Switzerland being smaller than the City of New York, had been allowed
to protect them, even civilian air shelters were not allowed to be built. That pillage and plundering of the
German nation, based on a cotract, being enforced by genocide and the hostage situation enforced on the
German people made the next generation elect the one who stood up against that crime without precedent and
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when they lost their fight, psychological warfare made them accepting to be guilty of all crimes committed
against themselves. Concerning their "knowledge" of atrocities in the East it must be kept in mind that
concentration camps frequently had been closed for quarantine, due to typhus. Those surviving typhs have a
short phase of horror trip like hallucinations, which contrary to all other psychotic or schizophrenic memories
are stored in the memory of reality. As long as historians do not comment which of those have been real and
which have been hallucination, forgive me not discussing that subject. From there was a Polish Brigade
attached to the British Army, with their own officers and NCOs, and they took part in the invasion of Italy as
well as of France from Stretcher bearers were sent for, to take him to the nearest first aid post or military
hospital. When they arrived they bent down to lift him onto the stretcher. Russians who captured SS soldiers
hanged them straight away. The French offered an alternative. Either they could enlist in the Foreign Legion
or die there and then. Many ex-SS were killed in the French war in the Far East with the Viet Minh [that
snippet of information comes from a book I read that followed the fortunes of one after he was captured in
Alsace]. Hard to even imagine. What you say about Churchill and the British public makes sense. There are
plenty of documents that make it clear that FDR and the State Department new the nature of the catastrophe in
Europe quite sometime before information began to filter out to the general public. The British public was
generally aware that the Nazis had demonised the Jews. I agree with you. Thank you so much for commenting
and I am sorry for not responding a long,long time ago. That went down like a stone balloon, you can believe.
Many Germans who lived near the camps were willing to put their knowledge of them out of their thoughts
from fear of being put there themselves. However, even with an active Underground, by May most were
complicit in what went on. One Jewish survivor said that when he was on a cattle train bound for Poland he
begged for water from a passer-by when they stopped inside Germany. I am very slow in responding, I fell and
injured my knee two weeks ago and have spent the last two weeks in a wheelchair or trying to hobble around
with a walker. X-rays, MRIs and so forth, but I am on the road to recovery now. Mvd -Sometimes I heard my
mom or grand dad, or neighbors sort of whisper about things they had heard that were going on. Mind you, at
that time, no one had TV to spread the word. Dachau was far away from where we lived. The world must not
forget that Hitler and his cohorts conducted a lot of their operations in secrecy. TLA â€” I always emphasize
to my students that Europe was a different world then, no internet, no TV, radio and newspapers largely
controlled by the Nazis. And much was done in secret, which explains why six Death Camps were established
in Poland. Mvd - If some townsfolk around Dachau suspected anything -and perhaps they did, hence the
stench from the ovens and other ominous signs- will anyone please tell me what an individual or even a group
could have done? Hitler held absolute power, and it took the combined power of the allies to destroy him.
TLA - I think it was very difficult to do very much. But we should not believe or pretend that it was
impossible. That would be a great injustice to the many people who did oppose Hitler and the Nazis, who
created undergrounds, made crude weapons, and did try to rescue and help others escape. They did exist and
many of them paid with their lives. Mvd - Some brave individuals had tried to assassinate Hitler, notably
Hohenstaufen. If you ever care to read about them, you will find out about their fate too. To put my work in
perspective, what youread was a short excerpt form a page dissertation I wrote 15 years ago. Since then I have
been teaching Western Civilization, and the Holocaust at a small university. You, as Americans, look at your
own recent history, when a certain president invaded an innocent country and bombed the h Are you all taking
the blame for it? TLA - Interesting comparison. And yes, in newspapers, magazines, world opinion and the
international press we have had to take the blame for it. Even though so many of us never voted for that
president and did not support his actions. Yes, we have been blamed and we probably should be. We should
have done more, protested, spoken up, created a huge political outcry. Both of our countries have things for
which we should be ashamed not personally in a general sense. We can only hope that we will get better at
resisting wrong headed government intentions before it is too late. My father, who, by the way, was NOT a
Nazi, was drafted into the army to fight for Hitler, as did every other young man, Nazi or not. Needless to say
he got killed when I was six months old also needless to say that no one could hate Hitler more than I.
Sometimes I heard my mom or grand dad, or neighbors sort of whisper about things they had heard that were
going on. If some townsfolk around Dachau suspected anything -and perhaps they did, hence the stench from
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the ovens and other ominous signs- will anyone please tell me what an individual or even a group could have
done? Some brave individuals had tried to assassinate Hitler, notably Hohenstaufen.
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Grave pictures from TV documentary. He was soon joined by a sister, Angela Raubal. After working as an
apprentice waiter, he was arrested for theft and served a five-month sentence in , followed by an eight-month
sentence in Meanwhile his stepmother Klara had died of breast cancer, age 47, on and only two weeks later
on his father Alois Sr. Both are buried on the small cemetery of Leonding, behind their former house. He
changed his name in Stuart Houston. The family lived in a flat at Upper Stanhope Street. Ironically, the house
was destroyed in the last German air-raid on Liverpool on Nothing remains of the house or those that
surrounded it, and the area was eventually cleared and grassed over. Alois attempted to make money by
running a small restaurant in Dale Street, a boarding house on Parliament Street and a hotel on Mount
Pleasant, all of which failed. Finally, he left his family in May and he returned alone to the German Empire to
establish himself in the safety-razor business. World War I broke out soon after, stranding Alois in Germany
and making it impossible for his wife and son to join him. After the war, a third party informed Bridget that he
was dead. William Patrick stayed with Alois and his new family during his early trips to Weimar Republic
Germany in the late s and early s. In Alois established a restaurant in Berlin which became a popular drinking
hole for SA Stormtroopers. He managed to keep the restaurant open through the duration of World War II.
Unlike his half-brother William Patrick, Heinz was a devoted Nazi. Leo Rudolf Raubal Jr. Leo, like Heinz,
was captured by the Russians but, unlike Heinz, was freed after the war. Following the war Alois was briefly
involved with a right wing political party. In the s he made money signing photographs of his brother and
selling them to tourists.
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Blog Gesche joined the Nazi party in when he was only 17 and first met Hitler in Berlin a short time
afterwards. Gesche was known as a ruthless brawler and intimidating to Nazi opponents. Himmler intrigued
against Gesche and sent him to the Russian front in Incredibly, Hitler intervened and summoned Gesche back
to his side. But when Bruno fell off the wagon with a thud, Himmler dumped him to Italy and Gesche
surrendered to the Americans in He agreed only to discuss Hitler as a private man and incidents relating to
Hitler personally. Gesche refers to Hitler as der Chef the boss. The boss liked music and art. What he and I
talked about were engines, car engines. He knew everything about cars, engines, performance. He was a car
nut like me so we talked about that mostly. I practically never drove his car, the main car had the driver, Hitler
in the companion seat and Julius Schaub , and another adjutant in the seats. Heinrich Hoffmann , his
photographer, me and a few others drove in the second vehicle. That was better for security. We were always
on guard for attacks. They must have been. It was meant for him personally not the Party. None of them were
National Socialists even if they were members of the Party. Real thick and these old rich ladies ate that all up
like a cow herd coming to a salt lick. I got so sick of seeing this I would just leave when he visited these
women. You believe Hitler actually had a sexual relationship with Frau Bechstein? You asked me, I answered.
She was in love with him and was just loaded. Have you ever seen how much a Bechstein piano costs? They
cost a fortune. If Hitler had to service her once in awhile to keep the cash flowing, why not? Did you like him?
Yes, but he was my leader, my boss, he was the light for the future. I make no apologies then or now and
never will. I revered him, I would have given my life for him in a moment. Everyone around him felt the
same. As a man, we had little in common but I admired his intelligence, strength of character and of course,
the way he spoke. No public speaker who ever lived could best him. He was like a Messiah. Did you know
Maria Reiter? I spoke to her a few times. Oh God, she was a beauty. What can you tell me about Geli Raubal ,
the much-loved niece? Did you know her? Sure, she was always around Hitler for several years before she
killed herself. He even let her travel with us when we were on the road, though not in the main colonnade. As
for Geli, she was not blonde like books say now. She was not the ideal Aryan type that Hitler usually ran after.
But she wanted what she wanted and was spoiled rotten by the boss. I knew him well, he had the tendency to
exaggerate his affairs. Hitler met Eva Braun in October, Yes, that sounds right, I do know Geli died in the
summer of , some big dates like that stick in my brain. Hitler noticed Eva early on, he liked to drop in to see
her. He called her mein Schatzerl, which indicated he was attracted, he liked what he saw. All of us liked
looking at her, she had two legs which I really liked looking at. Her legs were dynamite. Even an old man has
his memories. She saw Hitler often enough, though maybe not in the war years. He spent a lot of time away
from Berlin and he was with her then. Little Eva had to accept he was not an ordinary man, she knew this.
Hell, she had an enviable life to most women. He was the big prize and she had him. That says plenty right
there.
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Share3 Shares John F. He was a financial genius and a political power player. He was one of the richest men
of the world, a man who had the political and financial power to affect the lives of millions. He was also,
however, a man of questionable ethics. He made dirty deals in his professional life and even dirtier ones in
private. Today, the father is outshined by the son, and we often see Joseph Kennedy as nothing more than a
footnote in the story of JFK. He got rich by working hard and making smart decisions, but he turned that
wealth into a fortune by cheating on the stock market. Kennedy turned the stock market into a gold mine by
using tricks that, today, are illegal. He used insider trading, created artificial scarcities to drive up stocks, and
sold other ones short to drive them down. He knew what he was doing. Kennedy criminalized insider trading,
making it a crime to use the very tricks that made him his fortune. James Abbe Joseph Kennedy married Rose
Fitzgerald in and, almost immediately, started cheating on her. At one point, he took Rose and Gloria both on
vacation to Europe and made his wife watch while fooled around with the other woman. Rose kept a stoic
face. She knew of the affairs. Even her children knew what was happening. Wikimedia When Prohibition
came into effect, rumors that Kennedy was a rum runner spread wildly. Allegations came from everywhere.
And a piano tuner working for Al Capone claimed that he saw Kennedy sit down with whiskey baron to talk
business. None of these stories have ever been proven, but we do know some things for sure. In , Kennedy
kept the liquor flowing at his Harvard 20th reunion. And, when Prohibition ended, Kennedy already had a
whole stock of liquor ready to sell across the country. One way or another, though, Kennedy was a
businessman. Whether he started selling liquor during Prohibition or after, he saw a business opportunity and
capitalized on it. Look what they did to Hollywood. He was just worried that too much violence would turn
public opinion against Hitler. Kennedy had his own plan. He tried to set up a program that would have shipped
every Jew in Germany to Africa, or, at least, to a British or American colony. He agreed with Hitler all the
way. Someone they could toss out to boost morale. He called for America to make a peace pact with Hitler. In
England, he tried to keep Winston Churchill out of office, hoping Neville Chamberlain would make an
alliance with Germany. He tried to get approval to meet with Hitler personally twice. He stopped Kennedy
both times. England, he believed, was only fighting Germany so that they could stay alive. Kennedy was sure
that America was being run by Jews. Kennedy was supposed to be serving the state. Instead, he was spreading
anti-Semitic conspiracy theories and publicly supporting Hitler. In , Kennedy was forced to resign as
ambassador. His political career was over. Wikimedia With his own political ambitions smashed, Kennedy
turned to his sons. One of them, he was determined, would become president. There was only one liability:
Officially, Rosemary had been diagnosed as mentally handicapped, but modern psychiatrists think she was
just depressed. Either way, she had to calm down. But the name was never mentioned. United Press When he
ran for president, John F. It put JFK in a difficult position. Kennedy ran for congress and won. Allegedly,
Kennedy paid a custodian whose name was also Joe Russo to run in the election. Cheating rumors floated up
against when JFK ran for president. They were words that would shape his character. They were open about it.
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Will you jump As my best girl? On we go To break of day. What makes you come so soon? Hastings A
hunting we will go. A hunting we will go. Put him in a box. Hastings Ali Baba and the forty thieves went to
school with dirty knees. The teacher said, "Stand at ease". Ali Baba and forty thieves. Abrahams Alice, tall
and slender Just like a giraffe. Went one day To take a bath. Alice is slipping Down the hole. Knapp Alice,
where are you going? Upstairs to take a bath. Alice with legs like toothpicks And a neck like a giraffe. Alice in
the bathtub. Alice pulled the plug. Oh my goodness, oh my soul, There goes Alice down the hole. Knapp ,
Hastings All in together, girls. I wonder what I got in arithmetic. Amos and Andy Sugar and candy. Abrahams
Amy Johnson flew in an airplane. She flew in an old tin lizzy Enough to make you dizzy. Amy Johnson in an
airplane. Abrahams Ann is angry. How many times do I kiss? Abrahams Anna Banana Can play the piano. All
she can play Is the Star Spangled Banner. Abrahams , Hastings Apple on stick Five cents a lick. Abrahams
Apple, peach, pumpkin pie. How many years before I die? Her eyes were blue and gold her hair As she goes
on to Strawberry Fair. Old father Nimble Came and took my thimble. I got up a great stone. Hit him on the
belly bone. Abrahams As I was walking by the lake I met a little rattlesnake. I gave him so much jelly cake It
made his little belly ache. First she rubbed them. Then she scrubbed them. Then she hung them up so high.
Then she laid her hands upon them, Said: Abrahams As I was walking near the lake I met a little rattlesnake.
He ate so much jelly cake It made his belly ache. Cole At the battle of Waterloo This is what the soldiers do:
Abrahams Away down east. The only girl That I love best Her name is Suzianna. I took her to the ball Late
one night. And sat her down to supper. The table fell And she fell too And stuck her nose in butter. The butter,
the butter The holy margarine. Two black eyes And a jelly nose. All the rest painted green Source: Abrahams
Bake a pudding. Did you ever Tell a lie? I know you did. Abrahams Banana banana banana spilt. What did
you get in arithmetic? Hastings Beat beat beat your drum. How many indians will come? How many times
Will he punch me in the nose? Abrahams Betty, Betty stumped her toe On the way to Mexico. On the way
back She broke her back Sliding on a railroad track. Abrahams Blondie and Dagwood Went to town. Blondie
bought An evening gown. Dagwood bought A pair of shoes. Cookie stayed home To watch the news. And this
is what is said: Abrahams , Knapp , Hastings Blue bells. Abrahams Bow legged Dutchman: Bury me in the old
churchyard Beside my brother. My coffin shall be white. Six white angels by my side. Two to watch and two
to pray And two to carry my soul away. Abrahams Brownie, brownie, happy elf. A ready helper I can be.
Count my deeds and you shall see. Hastings Bubble gum, bubble gum Chew and blow. Bubble gum, bubble
gum Get that bubble gum Off your feet. He lost a nickel. He bought a pickle. The pickle was sour. He picked a
flower. The flower was yellow. He bought him a fellow. The fellow was mean. He bought a bean. The bean
was hard. He bought a card. And on the card It said, "Red hot pepper! Buster, Buster, throw a kiss. Buster,
Buster, do not miss. Solomon Butterfly, butterfly: Solomon California oranges Fifty cents a pack. Abrahams
Caroline Pink Fell down the sink. She caught the scarlet fever. Her husband had to leave her. She called in
Doctor Blue And he caught it too. First he hollered then he yelled Then he pulled the emergency bell. Charlie
Chaplin has big feet.
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When his new teacher asked his name to enter in her roll book , he said "J. The name stuck, and he was known
as Jesse Owens for the rest of his life. Throughout his life, Owens attributed the success of his athletic career
to the encouragement of Charles Riley, his junior high school track coach at Fairmount Junior High School.
Since Owens worked in a shoe repair shop after school, Riley allowed him to practice before school instead.
They dated steadily through high school. Ruth gave birth to their first daughter, Gloria, in They remained
married until his death in When he traveled with the team, Owens was restricted to ordering carry-out or
eating at "blacks-only" restaurants. Similarly, he had to stay at "blacks-only" hotels. Owens did not receive a
scholarship for his efforts, so he continued to work part-time jobs to pay for school. He equaled the world
record for the yard dash 9. Crepeau chose these wins on one day as the most impressive athletic achievement
since In the months prior to the Games, a movement gained momentum in favor of a boycott. Owens arrived
at the new Olympic stadium to a throng of fans, according to fellow American sprinter James LuValle who
won the bronze in the meters , many of them young girls yelling "Wo ist Jesse? On August 4, he won the long
jump with a leap of 8. He later credited this achievement to the technical advice that he received from Luz
Long , the German competitor whom he defeated. Owens set the world record in the long jump with a leap of
8. Coincidentally, Owens was a spectator at the Summer Olympics in Rome when Boston took the gold medal
in the long jump. The long-jump victory is documented, along with many other events, in the film Olympia by
Leni Riefenstahl. On August 1, , Hitler shook hands with the German victors only and then left the stadium.
International Olympic Committee president Henri de Baillet-Latour insisted that Hitler greet every medalist or
none at all. Hitler opted for the latter and skipped all further medal presentations. Owens responded to these
claims at the time: Hitler had a certain time to come to the stadium and a certain time to leave. It happened he
had to leave before the victory ceremony after the meters [race began at 5: But before he left I was on my way
to a broadcast and passed near his box. He waved at me and I waved back. Vann describes witnessing Hitler
"salute" Owens for having won gold in the m sprint August 3: I looked on with a heart which beat proudly as
the lad who was crowned king of the meters event, get an ovation the like of which I have never heard before.
I saw Jesse Owens greeted by the Grand Chancellor of this country as a brilliant sun peeped out through the
clouds. I saw a vast crowd of some 85, or 90, people stand up and cheer him to the echo. People whose
antecedents came from the jungle were primitive, Hitler said with a shrug; their physiques were stronger than
those of civilized whites and hence should be excluded from future games. Naoto Tajima , Owens, Lutz Long.
Mischner claimed that Owens showed him the photograph and told him: The consensus was that Hitler had to
continue to be painted in a bad light in relation to Owens. I thought this was the last chance to set the record
straight. I have no idea where the photo is or even if it exists still. Owens paid it little mind until the parade
concluded. But I tell you, Hitler did not snub me. I am not knocking the President. Remember, I am not a
politician, but remember that the President did not send me a message of congratulations because, people said,
he was too busy. From the air, fast down, and from the ground, fast up. Owens decided to capitalize on his
success by returning to the United States to take up some of the more lucrative endorsement offers. United
States athletic officials were furious and withdrew his amateur status, which immediately ended his career.
Owens was angry, saying, "A fellow desires something for himself. Racism was still prevalent in the United
States, and he had difficulty finding work. He took on menial jobs as a gas station attendant, playground
janitor, and manager of a dry cleaning firm. He also raced against amateurs and horses for cash. In , he briefly
toured with a twelve-piece jazz band under contract with Consolidated Artists but found it unfulfilling. He
also made appearances at baseball games and other events. He later became a director, where he worked until
He would give local sprinters a ten- or twenty-yard start and beat them in the yd m dash. Owens said, "People
say that it was degrading for an Olympic champion to run against a horse, but what was I supposed to do? Not
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for a black man, anyway. In , he was successfully prosecuted for tax evasion. The government appointed him
as a US goodwill ambassador. Owens traveled the world and spoke to companies such as the Ford Motor
Company and stakeholders such as the United States Olympic Committee. When you open it, you have
nothing but fingers â€” weak, empty fingers. Four years later in his book I Have Changed, he revised his
opinion: Owens traveled to Munich for the Summer Olympics as a special guest of the West German
government. He argued that the Olympic ideal was supposed to be observed as a time-out from war and that it
was above politics. He died of the disease at age 66 in Tucson, Arizona , on March 31, , with his wife and
other family members at his bedside. AP Athlete of the Year Male [73] One of the trees was planted at the
University of Southern California, one at Rhodes High School in Cleveland, where he trained, and one is
rumored to be on the Ohio State University campus but has yet to be identified.
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Her unique knowledge of Hitler and Eva Braun remained sadly unexploited. Aside from Nerin E. This portion
of the interview I have eliminated. I will quote only the salient portions relating to Hitler and Eva Braun. The
interview begins below this photo of Eva and Gretl Braun: Can you remember when you first met Adolf
Hitler? I was very young, it must have been What were the circumstances of this meeting? I noticed him, I
knew who he was because he was very up-and-coming. People in Munich talked a lot about him. Was Eva
Braun with you at this encounter? Did you know at this time of his relationship with your sister? I knew Eva
was acquainted with him, I knew they went out together sometimes, but it was nothing serious at that time.
When did you first meet Adolf Hitler? Or when did you first speak to him? This I recall very definitely. It was
Hoffmann that introduced us, Eva was not there. What were you doing in there by yourself? I was fetching
some wine and rolls for some friends. I had been in there before, it was a quiet, nice Italian place. What
impression did Hitler make on you? He was friendly and polite. He smiled, bowed a little bit. He did not kiss
my hand. Did he ask you to join him? During this time, what did your sister talk to you about concerning
Hitler? You have to recall this was very early days. He lived in Munich but this was a tumultuous period, he
was not around all the time. Eva never discussed him with you? Well yes, she did, but there was not a love
affair between them yet. That developed very slowly, Hitler was very circumspect and private. What was the
catalyst that propelled your sister into a relationship with him? The death of his niece. There was certainly
never a romance between them until the niece shot and killed herself. That was an enormous scandal, all of
Munich were talking about it. Even my father mentioned it, my friends at school, things like that. Was your
sister already in love with Hitler when Geli died? That is hard to say, Eva was never effusive about her
feelings. She was very much different than me in that respect. I could never could have kept my mouth closed
about a romantic affair, but she could and she did. It was a big determining factor in Hitler settling down with
her. He valued that tremendously. When did you know she was in love with him? I knew because she would
be gone from our parents apartment at night. And then what happened? Nothing, Eva was stealthy and quiet.
She would blandly lie to our parents, saying she was working late or helping Herr Hoffmann. We shared a
bedroom, so I knew of her comings and goings. So your sister would sneak away to see Hitler and you knew
about it? I finally asked her if she was seeing Hitler. At first she was reluctant to answer, but then told me she
was indeed seeing him. She was very attached to him and this happened from their first private meetings. She
fell very hard for him from the get go. And she told you it had become an intimate relationship? She started
hiding things in our room. Personal garments, contraceptives, letters, things that a romantic young girl does
during her first love affair. She was having an affair, even I knew that and I was only 16 or 17 myself. Did
Hitler ever come to your parents house? He did drop off Eva after their evenings together, or at least he did so
usually. My parents suspected absolutely nothing. My sister was, as I said, very careful, very prudent, and very
silent about her time with Hitler. Did she stay away all evening? Shortly after the death of his niece, Eva went
away for several days. She developed some photos, she was a very passionate photographer, you know. They
were of Hitler on the Berg. He took her to the Berghof this early on? It was the house he had up there before it
was transformed into the Berghof. I thought he ruined the cozy old place when he added so much to it. But
yes, she was up there with him and stayed days at a time. Was Eva enthusiastic about Hitler? You have to bear
in mind, this was a different time and place. I knew she loved him, and she made this abundantly plain to me
years later. At that time, in the early days, it was only at his invitation. This is all before he gained power, he
was away all the time. He was, I think, the first German politician who travelled by air, that was unheard of in
those days. Eva also could talk to him on the telephone at the house of her friend, Herta Ostemeyer. Her
parents had some money, they had a long-distance telephone line. How often did he take your sister to the
mountains? That was more or less a constant thing, even early on. Hitler would send one of his cars and have
one of his men drive her up to the Berg. It amazes me even now how well she pulled all that off so that so few
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knew anything. Did Hitler take Eva on dates? Early on, definitely he did. Before he became Chancellor, he
would take her to dinner, to the opera, to a movie, things like that. But they never went alone, there were
always people around, Then he would take her back to his apartment where they could be alone. What other
people were around? Hitler hated new faces around him, he absolutely hated it. He wanted an unvarying
routine. But Maya was not a prostitute. Well, our older sister, Ilse, was the one who found her. I was not in
Munich, but attending a funeral of the father of one of my friends. Eva shot herself, or tried to, and missed the
mark. She grazed her chest with the bullet, but apparently there was a lot of blood. Why would a young, pretty
girl do this? Because of Hitler, of course. He had been neglecting her, his calls were getting infrequent. Not at
that point yet. Hitler came around and gave her flowers and a card and explained he was very, very busy. Did
anything change after he became Chancellor?
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Chapter 9 : Hitler Alois Jr, born Matzelsberger, later Hiller, - WW2 Gravestone
There was a short story I read where there had been so many time travelers attempting to, and had, killed Hitler, only to
end up with things being worse (ie. having competent Nazis, like Heinrich and Rommel, take over), that other time
travelers had to go back an undo the damage.

The charges have been fueling a recent wave of attacks against Israelis in and around Jerusalem. Israel has
repeatedly denied allegations that it wishes to change the status quo on the Mount, which houses the Al-Aqsa
Mosque and is holy to both Jews and Muslims. As per the status quo, Jews may visit the Temple Mount but
not pray there. In fact, hundreds of thousands of Jews had been killed by the Nazis and their collaborators by
the time of the meeting. Other commentators pointed out that Hitler had discussed the possible extermination
of European Jewry as early as , even before World War II began and certainly before he met with Husseini.
The Wannsee Conference, held in on January 20, , came after the meeting between Hitler and Husseini. The
theory that Husseini played a role in the origin of the plan to commit genocide against the Jews has been
raised by a number of historians including David Dalin and John Rothmann, but the notion has been rejected
by a vast majority of Holocaust scholars. Because, God forbid, they would come here. Rather that they would
be annihilated, burned, there. No one will teach me what a hater of Israel the mufti was. This is not part of the
doctorate of [Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud] Abbas [which accused the Zionist movement of
collaborating with Nazism and played down the extent of the Holocaust]. Joint Arab List party leader Ayman
Odeh accused Netanyahu of distorting history in order to incite against the Palestinian people. He is changing
the history of the Jews. In a statement to reporters on Wednesday afternoon, as he prepared to head to Berlin,
Netanyahu asserted that his comments had been misconstrued. I had no intention to absolve Hitler of
responsibility for his diabolical destruction of European Jewry. Hitler was responsible for the Final Solution to
exterminate six million Jews. It is equally absurd to ignore the role played by the Mufti, Haj Amin al
-Husseini, a war criminal, for encouraging and urging Hitler, Ribbentropp, Himmler and others, to exterminate
European Jewry. The importance of his role must not be ignored. The Mufti repeatedly proposed to the
authorities, primarily Hitler, Ribbentropp and Himmler, to exterminate the Jews of Europe. He considered it a
suitable solution for the Palestinian question. Many other researchers cite this testimony and others regarding
the role of Haj Amin al Husseini. Unfortunately, Haj Amin al-Husseini is still a revered figure in Palestinian
society. He appears in textbooks and it is taught that he is one of the founding fathers of the nation, and this
incitement that started then with him, inciting the murder of Jews â€” continues. Not in the same format, but in
a different one, and this is the root of the problem. To stop the murders, it is necessary to stop the incitement.
What is important is to recognize the historical facts and not ignore them, not then and not today.
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